Outlined below is a leading example of the work Brown County ESC is doing with and on behalf of its client districts. A more comprehensive overview is forthcoming.

In response to the unique and uncertain educational environment in which we are living, the Brown County ESC School Improvement Team has been curating resources to support district teachers in their unprecedented role as digital educators. BCESC shared the link below over social media on Facebook, Twitter, and the BCESC website, but also provided the link to be forwarded to district staff via email. The list of resources BCESC continues to gather and post on the back end can be accessed through the RESOURCE-OPOLY link provided. In order to view the resources, click on the picture in each content area game space. One section of the "gameboard" is titled SHARE. This gives teachers a place to post additional links that they are using so that the ESC School Improvement Team can share them with staff in all districts as we are in this together!

Additionally, for those educators who need contact hours for license renewal the "gameboard" space that showcases FEEDBACK will allow teachers to reflect on how they used a particular resource and earn a contact hour. There is also a space on the board called PROFESSIONAL LEARNING which links to a variety of online learning options on the BCESC website developed for individualized contact hours.

The BCESC and the BCESC School Improvement Team are ready and able to help districts and staff with their educational needs in the weeks/months to come!